PURPOSE
Bursting in Area 17 is tuned more sharply than spike rate for orientation (OR) and spatial frequency (SF) (Cattaneo et al., 1981a,b) . Burst length is reduced at non-optimal orientations (DeBusk et al., 1997) and leads to less efficient synaptic coupling (Snider et al., 1998) . We describe how these interspike interval (ISI) properties could contribute to discriminations between spike trains for fine and gross differences in OR and SF. We also describe changes in neural dependency as a function of OR, SF, contrast, and time to demonstrate how cooperative information (synergy) arises and is transmitted. 
Bin 1 Probability of Letter
We measured the connectivity between neurons with a dependency distance. Dependency is the distance between the type of the original response and a type formed under the assumption the neurons are independent (forced-independent; see panel below). We tested this method with variations of OR, SF, and contrast to examine the temporal dynamics and tuning of dependency for each stimulus property. We used the bin width that produces the greatest distance to estimate the lag time or precision of the connectivity. We varied the bin width of the types from 1-8 ms to show the variation in the distance rate for (A) fine and (B) gross differences in SF and (C) fine and (D) gross differences in OR. The original responses were shuffled to remove neural dependencies (connectivity) from possible independent ISI influences (bursts). (2) Discharge History: After we determined that the distance did not increase beyond a Markov order of 1 (1 bin of discharge history), we measured the percent increase in distance from a Markov order of 0 to 1 at bin widths of 1-6 ms for (A) fine and (B) gross differences in OR. When incorporating discharge history, dependent increases in distance (C and D) were separated from independent increases in distance (i.e., burst length) (3) Synergy Estimations: The ensemble distance (4-letter alphabet) is compared to the independent distance (sum of 2-letter types for neuron 1 & 2) for (A) fine and (B) gross differences in OR (same pair of neurons reported above). (C and D) The percent difference in (A and B) . We compared the distance rates and synergy vs. random partial selections of stimulus repetitions to examine the confidence and precision of the distance and synergy estimates.
ABOVE: (1) Dependency Tuning:
We measured dependency (connectivity) across (A) contrast (2-ms bins), (B) OR (2-ms bins), and (C) SF (3-ms bins) across the 2-second stimulus duration to produce a mesh. The accumulated dependency (at 2 seconds) between the neurons was lower than expected (rate response in blue) for (D) contrast modulations. The dependency tuning was narrower than rate tuning (blue) for (E) OR (narrower than even burst tuning) and (F) SF. (2) Temporal Dynamics: (A) To examine the adaptation that lead to the lower than expected dependency, the dependency for contrast was converted to a distance rate and normalized by the initial dependency rate. We found that adaptation was faster for lower contrasts. (B) The narrow tuning of dependency only becomes apparent after the initial step at 30-45 ms (see inset >8 bits/s) when the rates at 278 and 273 degrees are reduced much more drastically (<<1 bit/s) than the peak response (288 degrees; ~1 bit/s).
CONCLUSIONS
1) The bin width at 2-5 ms serves as a low pass filter to enhance burst differences between optimal and non-optimal stimuli.
2) The discharge history enhances discrimination because burst length modulation and changes in synaptic efficiency occur between optimal and nonoptimal stimuli.
3) The cooperation (synergy) between neurons is caused by continued changes in connectivity when the firing rate (and even burst rate) remains relatively constant.
4) The difference between dependency tuning and rate tuning is a result of the effect of bursts on synaptic efficiency. For OR, additional influences continue to modulate connectivity (i.e., burst length).
5) Contrast modulates isolated (non-burst) spikes (Cattaneo et al., 1981a,b) that raise the membrane potential (with chaos; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998) closer to threshold and reduce the integration time constant (Koch et al., 1996) so synchronization decays faster at lower contrast.
6) The narrow tuning of connectivity and the cooperation with only 2 neurons suggests that a coding scheme of synchronized assemblies (controlled by cortical mechanisms, i.e., intrinsic bursting and integrated chaos) could account for hyperacuity discriminations.
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